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make, store, manage w i t h  o u t b a c k

It’s an ambitious thought—to harness the energy from the sun. To capture it, convert it, store it and use it to power 
the world around us. Ambition aside, the technology exists and it’s available from OutBack Power today. From small,  
fully independent off-grid systems to large Grid/Hybrid installations, OutBack provides the technology and products 
to Make the Power, Store the Energy and Manage the System. Visit www.outbackpower.com to learn more.

make the power store the energy Manage the System

� FLEXpower Radian—Fully Pre-Wired 4kW or 8kW Inverter System
� FLEXpower ONE FXR—Fully Pre-Wired Single Inverter System

� FLEXpower TWO FXR—Fully Pre-Wired Dual Inverter System
� FLEXpower THREE FXR—Fully Pre-Wired Triple Inverter System

the flexpower family OutBack Power based its FLEXpower platform on proven customer designs to provide a factory-built, pre-configured, pre-wired and pre-
tested alternative to designing individual projects from scratch. FLEXpower quickly became a best seller in the demanding off-grid market. Now there are FLEXpower solutions for all 
renewable energy projects, based on OutBack’s Radian Series and the advanced FXR/VFXR Series that puts the latest Grid/Hybrid technology into OutBack’s classic FX/VFX form factor. 
With FLEXpower you can spend less time on balance-of-system because everything you need is combined in one platform.
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Without the ability to manage a renewable energy system, many of 
the advantages of ownership are lost. OutBack’s communication 
hardware provides streamlined management of the system. 
OPTICS RE is OutBack’s web-enabled control and monitoring platform, 
giving owners total command over how their system utilizes and stores 
renewable energy.

 � Communication hardware is designed to work seamlessly with any OutBack component

 � Intuitive user interfaces make setup and programming quick and easy

 �OPTICS RE allows real-time system command from any internet-connected device

 � Advanced OPTICS RE features allow for viewing of aggregated multi-system data

make t h e  p o w e r store t h e  e n e r g y

manage t h e  s y s t e m

True energy independence is only achieved when energy storage is part 
of the system design. OutBack products are the industry standard for off-grid 
energy storage applications. That same product expertise is leveraged in  
Grid/Hybrid applications that strike an economical balance between  
grid-supplied power and readily-accessible stored renewable energy.

 �Multiple EnergyCell battery models and chemistries to meet the needs of any energy scenario

 �Numerous battery storage and racking options to accommodate any size EnergyCell battery bank

 �OutBack’s OnSite Direct battery program saves time and money on battery shipping

charge controllers OutBack Power’s 
industry-leading MPPT charge controllers optimize PV 
array outputs and offer customers the same reliability 
and durability built into all OutBack products.

� FLEXmax Series Charge Controllers
� FLEXmax Extreme Charge Controller

Integrated Systems OutBack Power’s  
pre-assembled and pre-wired power systems take 
the concept of fast, easy installation to a new level of 
performance, value and flexibility. 

� FLEXpower FXR/VFXR Systems
� FLEXpower Radian Systems

batteries OutBack Power’s VRLA batteries 
are designed for renewable energy and Grid/Hybrid 
applications. OutBack offers front and top terminal 
batteries in addition to high capacity offerings.

� EnergyCell RE, GH & NC Batteries
� EnergyCell High Capacity Battery Banks

Enclosures OutBack Power’s standard OBE 
series is engineered for use with maintenance-free 
EnergyCell batteries & ideally suited for value-orientated 
applications requiring up to 212Ah of energy storage.

� Indoor Battery Enclosures
� Outdoor Battery Enclosures

Racking OutBack Power’s integrated battery racks 
offer a comprehensive battery storage solution with 
cell interconnects, cabling and series string overcurrent 
protection and disconnects included.

� IBR-2 (up to 8 EnergyCell Front Terminal Batteries)
� IBR-3 (up to 12 EnergyCell Front Terminal Batteries)

optics re Allows control and monitoring of 
a system anytime, anywhere. Accessible from any 
internet-connected device, OPTICS RE helps protect 
your investment and maximize solar harvest benefits.

� Control More Than 600 Parameters
� Automate Power with FLEXtime (PV/Grid/Stored)

Enclosures OutBack Power standard OBE 
series is engineered for use with maintenance-free 
EnergyCell batteries ideally suited for value-orientated 
applications requiring up to 212Ah of energy storage.

� MATE3 System Display and Communications
� AXS Port Modbus/TCP Interface

Racking OutBack Power’s integrated battery racks 
offer a comprehensive battery enclosure solution with cell 
interconnects, cabling and series string overcurrent protection 
and disconnects included.

� FLEXnet DC System Monitoring Device
� FLEXware Integrated Combiner Series

communications OutBack Power’s communication network enables all of our products to communicate 
with each other, providing a seamless setup and user experience across all components of an OutBack system. OutBack’s 
communications product line currently includes a variety of communication devices for maximum flexibility and control 
of your renewable energy system.

OutBack Power has established its reputation by developing the industry’s 
most robust, reliable and innovative power electronics. Built around 
groundbreaking, forward-thinking design, OutBack Power’s Radian and 
FXR/VFXR Series inverter/chargers and FLEXmax charge controllers are the 
recognized standard for off-grid and grid-connected applications.

 �Multiple operating modes designed to meet almost any renewable energy scenario 

 � Pure sinewave output capable of producing power that is cleaner than power from the grid

 � Standardized design approach offers simplified system installation and configuration

FX inverter/chargers and FLEXmax charge controllers 
help power Camp Kernow, a sustainable living camp 
for children in the United Kingdom.

OutBack’s FLEXmax charge controllers are 
recognized throughout the industry for their 
advanced technology and reliable operation.

An OutBack FLEXpower TWO helps a Modular 
Lifestyles homeowner offset as much as $10,000 
per year in utility costs.

OutBack’s Radian Series inverter/chargers, FLEXmax 
charge controllers and EnergyCell batteries provide 
critical backup power in rural Iowa.

EnergyCell RE batteries are the ideal choice for deep 
cycle applications where batteries are regularly 
discharged and recharged.

Ideal for Partial State of Charge (PSoC) applications, 
EnergyCell NC batteries represent the latest in 
advanced nano-carbon technology.

When used with OutBack’s power electronics and energy storage,  
the FLEXware ICS Plus PV combiner and rapid shutdown completes a 
single-brand UL and NEC compliant system.  

Inverter/Chargers OutBack Power has a 
reputation of delivering superior product performance 
for remote off-grid systems. OutBack is also an ideal 
solution for advanced Grid/Hybrid applications.

� Radian Series Inverter/Chargers
� FXR/VFXR Inverter/Chargers
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